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British Ambassador’s visit revives hopes for
Wolsztyn Depot

Under TV cameras, the Ambassador awaits the rightaway.
Photo U M Wolsztyn

Since 1994, when the rest
of Polish State Railways
abandoned steam haulage,
the area around Wolsztyn
has remained an island of
steam. For the first few
years, Wolsztyn engines
hauled freight and
passenger trains, but with
the death of pick-up freight
operations, the steamhauled freight trains
ceased and eventually only
two pairs of passenger
trains, running between
Wolsztyn and Poznan,
remained steam-hauled.

In 2001, as a prelude to privatisation, Polish State Railways were split up
into a series of semi-autonomous companies, and freight carrier PKP Cargo
initially received responsibility for all the motive power units. Eventually,
passenger train operating company PKP InterCity obtained its own
locomotives, but custody of PKP’s own collection of steam locomotives stayed
with PKP Cargo. The arrangement worked well enough, thanks to PKP Cargo
absorbing some of their own costs, a grant from the Wielkopolska provincial
government and occasional locomotive rebuilding projects funded by the
‘Wolsztyn Experience’.
However, the PKP Group had amassed debts of some 3 billion PLN. PKP
Group Chairman, Jakub Karnowski, was brought in to pay off a sizeable portion
of the debt, and this he has done, funding the repayments by property sales
and the partial privatisation of PKP’s train operating companies: PKP Cargo and
PKP InterCity.

Already more than half the shares of PKP Cargo have been sold.
Responsibility for maintaining Poland’s steam heritage sits uncomfortably
alongside the newly-privatised company’s commercial aspirations. A plan to set
up a separate commercial company to run the depot ran out of steam. The
various local authorities were to put in some 10 million PLN, while Cargo
contributed the locos and depot, but the will seemed to be lacking, and it is
questionable, given Poland’s particular circumstances, whether a depot like
Wolsztyn could be run on a commercial basis anyway.
The Chief Executive of Wielkopolska Province felt that PKP Cargo were
dragging out the negotiations, and in March 2014 announced that he was
pulling the plug on the annual subsidy to maintain the depot until the new
company to run the depot was up and running. Meanwhile the political leaders
involved in the negotiations learned that they lacked the political support from
their fellow councillors to put up the start-up capital that the commercial
company plan envisaged.
A new plan was hatched – rather than set up a commercial company, a
cultural institute would be set up to look after the depot. The advantage of
such an approach was that should the depot need financial assistance the local
authorities could subsidise its upkeep – something they could not have done
with a commercial company.
Although the cultural institute plan does not require the sizeable start-up
capital originally envisaged for the commercial company, the PKP Cargo
business plan does envisage the local authorities making sizeable annual
contributions to its running costs. These contributions are envisaged to rise to
something in the order of 0.75 million PLN within three years – something that
is beyond the means of the smaller local authorities.
The negotiations have stalled again and now it is PKP Cargo that is keen to
speed up negotiations – a fortnight ago the Mayor’s office was informed that
unless the local authorities signed up to the business plan there would be no
Parada Parowozow (Wolsztyn’s annual parade of steam locomotives) this year.
At a few minutes past 10:00 on Tuesday 17 March, Robin Barnett, CMG, Her
Majesty Ambassador to Poland, swept into Wolsztyn like a breath of fresh air.
His enthusiasm was infectious and provided a much-needed morale boost to all
those who accompanied him around the shed. His visit took place at the
invitation of Wojtek Lis, the Mayor of Wolsztyn, and a railway photographer of
steam locomotives since his student days.
The Ambassador was taken around the depot by one of the Wolsztyn
drivers, Dariusz Guliwarty, who spoke excellent English, and then enjoyed a
British-style tea break. He then returned to the shed and gave a short speech
and answered questions from the Press. He confessed that when he worked
first in Poland as a young diplomat, communism was in full sway and one of his
hobbies was to travel to the south of Poland to ride on PKP steam trains taking
illegal photos!
He emphasised that the Wolsztyn depot, its engines and its trains, are not only
a wonderful Polish asset with huge potential to attract tourists – they are also
important in the European context. He had heard that talks are in progress
between PKP Cargo, the Marszałek’s office, the Starosta and the Wolsztyn
Burmistrz regarding setting up a new entity to secure the long-term future of
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the shed, and very much hoped that these negotiations would soon reach a
successful conclusion.

No Ol49-69 waits on the turntable.

Photo.

Andrew Goltz

The Ambassador declared that rail is an essential ingredient of any successful
transport strategy, and that freight trains, commuter trains, light rail and PKP’s
impressive new Pendolino will all be crucial for Poland’s future economic
growth.
He reflected that today Britain’s railways were transporting more
passengers than at any time since the Second World War, and that Crossrail
was well on the way to completion – Europe’s biggest urban infrastructure
project, a 15 billion pound project to improve commuter services by
constructing a new railway under London. Shortly a start will be made on HS2,
a 43 billion pound project to build a new high-speed railway from the London
to the north.
He concluded by saying that he was certain that, helped by almost 8 billion
of EU funding between now and 2020, Poland’s railways would also experience
a great renaissance, which will give him great pleasure. However he had to
admit that, much as he had enjoyed using Pendolino, for him his heart will
always be with steam.
But the best part the Ambassador’s visit had been kept until last – he
mounted the cab of Ol49-69 and, after having had the controls explained to
him by Howard Jones of the Wolsztyn Experience, he then – under the eagle
eye of driver Andrzej Macur – gradually opened the regulator and drove the
engine down the loco yard.

(left to right) Ambassador Barnet, shedmaster Marius
Kokornaczyk, Wolsztyn mayor Wojtek Lis
Photo
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U M Wolsztyn

Polish TV’s TeleExpress crew were there to record every detail of the trip and a
splendid piece went out that day on Poland’s main TV channel giving the shed
– and everybody’s hopes for the return of daily steam workings – a terrific
plug. Even PKP Cargo got into the mood and their Press spokesman, Mirosław
Kuk, announced that the twenty-second annual Steam Locomotive Parade in
Wolsztyn will take place this year on May 2!
(The Ambassador’s visit to Wolsztyn was the result of nine months work by a
group of Anglo-Polish railway enthusiasts based in Poland who were worried
about the future of the depot. Though early approaches to the British Embassy
proved encouraging, the senior Embassy official dealing with the project had a
serious accident and it was only when NERHT member Nick Fletcher accosted
Robin Barnett during the Embassy’s annual carol concert that the plan was
back on track!)
Andrew Goltz

New Departure for Warsaw Railway Museum
‘Opening a new chapter in the history of Railway Museum in Warsaw:
a new name - Station Museum, a new location - Szczesliwice. Within a few
years facility will become one of the most modern in the country. . .’
Thus starts a press release announcing that the Mazowieckie
provincial government and PKP have decided to join forces and together
build a new Warsaw railway museum complex, with the help of EU funds.
Among the collections of the ‘Museum Station’ will be the Railway Museum,
the Museum of Technology as well as contributions provided by the station
and the City of Warsaw. A site of 27 hectares at Szcesliwice has been
mentioned as the proposed site, to be landscaped and provided with other
diversions for local residents, such as cinemas and sports facilities. The
opinion of local railway enthusiasts is that this is a big step forward from the
threat that has been hanging over the existing railway museum, but
translation of plan to actuality is some way away.
The Polish text of the press release is:
http://www.mazovia.pl/aktualnosci/art,4733,stacja-muzeum-nietylko-dla-pasjonatow-kolei.html
The existing Museum is still open to the public. In fact they are selling
an annual season ticket for 80PLN (about £15)!
The Museum's website is:
http://www.muzeumkolejnictwa.waw.pl/PL/Home/Default.aspx
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Russia
Narrow Gauge. As recent issues of Eastern Star have suggested, there have
been notable developments in
narrow-gauge preservation in the St
Petersburg neighbourhood, The
delivery of locomotive KP4-447
(shown here in a photo by Grigory
Egorov) to the St Petersburg
Childrens Railway (MOZhD) was
featured in our June 2014 issue (this
locomotive was later hauling trains
over the southern section of the
line), and the activities of the
Tesovo line were covered in our last issue (the Tesovo museum, according to
its director Aleksei Pomiguev, became an official organisation in 2014 with the
participation of the Novgorod regional government and MOZhD).
The rescue of locomotive VP4-1337 from the Urals was reported in our March
2014 issue (it had previously worked on a now-defunct labour colony line). It is
currently undergoing restoration at a repair shop situated at the Moscow
Sorting freight yard, together with Tu2 and Tu3 diesels. It is destined to be an
exhibit at MOZhD’s future narrow-gauge museum, part of which will be at
Ozerki and part at Tsarskosel’skaya station.
Leonid Moskalev, well-known to many readers as a narrow-gauge expert and
writer, is a leading light of the ‘Imperial Station’ organisation, which is carrying
out these projects. The St Petersburg enthusiasts became part of the EstoniaLatvia-Russia cross-border partnership and got a grant to help in planning the
museum. However, progress will depend on further funding; this is a private
not-for-profit venture, not a state undertaking (although Russian Railway funds
were helpful in the above-mentioned locomotive restorations).
Pereslavl’ . The Narrow-gauge Museum here has had a quiet winter, although
some useful acquisitions have been made. Sergei Dorozhkov writes:
. . . About November last year information came of the remains of a horsedrawn logging tramway discovered in the woods of Northern Karelia. Following
some negotiations it became possible to recover
several hundred metres of very light (8kg/m)
rails, a complete points assembly and four sets
of logging bogies - one from late 1930s and
three from 1950s - topped by a pile of various
parts and spares. On January 24 the acquisitions
were unloaded at Talitsy. As usual, some time
will pass before the new exhibits take shape and
are shown to the public.
Alapaevsk. Our correspondent Artyom Belov has referred us to the
Sverdlovsk Region’s official newsletter Oblastnaya gazeta which applauds the
growing success of the Alapaevsk railway (AUZhD). This 196km line, which
links several settlements to the main centre and is the only narrow-gauge line
to offer reserved sleeping accommodation, is fast developing its tourist traffic.
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In 2013 there were 170 excursionists, in 2014 there were 1,810, and in the
first 2 ½ winter months of 2015 there were 417.
Childrens railways. Dmitry Sutyagin is the expert on Russian childrens
railways and has recently produced the first of three volumes on the subject.
He has a Russian-language, well-illustrated, website at www.dzd-ussr.ru
Bulgaria

The 2-12-4T project
As Tsanko Simeonov described in our last issue, one of the massive Class 46
tank locomotives has been under restoration to working order. He now adds
some details:
Some historical facts: The unfavorable profile of railway lines in Bulgaria
requires the operation of powerful locomotives, especially when it comes to the
operation of heavy freight trains. This was taken into account when BDZ
commissioned the design and construction of new freight locomotives to the
Cegielski manufacturing company in Poznan. The factory delivered 12
locomotives which formed BDZ class 46. They were 2-cylinder with simple
steam expansion with superheating and became famous for the wheel
arrangement 2-12-4 (1-F-2). When the standardization program for the future
development of the BDZ locomotive fleet was finally ready in 1939 the
locomotives of class 46 were already in operation and there was no reason for
dissatisfaction with them. Unexpectedly, instead of purchasing the same type
locomotives, the General Directorate of Railways ordered construction of an
additional eight 3-cylinder type locomotives to complement the initial delivery.
The total of 20 locomotives were operating heavy freight trains on the Pernik –
Sofia, Stara Zagora – Gorna Oryahovitsa and Sofia – Mezdra lines. In the early
70s diesel traction was introduced on these lines with perspective for their
further electrification. This led to the decommissioning of the entire class and
shortly after that on August 21 1975 the majority of locomotives were
scrapped. Only two locomotives of this class were preserved for museum
purposes – 46.03 from the first delivery and 46.13 from the second delivery.
Both locomotives were initially stored at Sofia and Pernik locomotive depots
and subsequently moved to Asenovo base in the 1990s.

The original twocylinder design.

The three-cylinder
variant.
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Restoration: Restoration work on the locomotive has included testing and
repair of the boiler, revision of all pipes and measuring instruments, cleaning
of the frame, revision of the wheel-set bearings, checking of axles, revision of
the braking system, lubrication system, electrical system and all
supplementary systems. Through hard and persistent work on the locomotive
by the staff of Sofia locomotive depot the main part of the repair work has
been carried out. It is expected that the restoration will be finished in the first
half of 2015 and after passing its trial run the locomotive will be introduced to
the public. Thus the fleet of restored steam locomotives of BDZ will be
completed with another ‘diamond’ that will allow enthusiasts to enjoy the
beauty and power of the biggest tank locomotives in Europe.
(This article is dedicated to those working to restore this unique locomotive).
Literature:
- Restoration of locomotive 46.03 - www.railwaymodeling.com
- Locomotives of Bulgarian State Railways, 2008, by Dimitar Deyanov and
Stefan Deyanov
Illustrations:
Tsvetan Kaludov & Yoanna Mladenova, Railwaymodeling Bulgaria Team

No 46.03 in Sofia locomotive
depot alongside preserved No
01.23

Narrow gauge: According to the Railway Gazette, the Swiss metre-gauge
Zentralbahn has been advising on how best to develop tourist traffic for the
picturesque 750mm gauge Septemvri – Dobrinishte line.
Lithuania
Narrow gauge. In our last issue Tony Olsson discussed the recent offer for
sale by Lithuanian Railways of long-closed narrow-gauge lines adjoining the
ASG tourist line (‘Siaurukas’) in which NERHT has long had an interest. Here
he presents further elucidation, with a very welcome map.
An extensive network of 750mm lines covered the Baltic States in the 20th
century. They were mainly for industrial, freight and local passenger use,
providing feeder services to the mainline railways which, during the period of
independence between the two World Wars, were of European 1435mm
standard gauge. It was only after the Soviet Union annexed the Baltic States
in the prelude to WW2 that the mainline railways were converted to Russian
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1520mm gauge. Narrow gauge didn’t fit with the Soviet idea of what a railway
should be, so over the years they were either closed or converted to Russian
gauge. Bottom-right on the map is a section of line which had been part of
Siaurukas, where it extended into Belarus. After the line from Rubikiai was
closed, the section from Utena was converted to Russian gauge to provide
access from the Utenos Brewery to the main railway network.

The line from Panevezys to Rubikiai escaped closure because a glass factory
in Panevezys needed it to transport silica from its quarry near Rubikiai. When
the glass factory switched to road transport in 2001, the railway lost its only
source of revenue, so promptly closed. It was only after a deputation to the
Lithuanian Government from British and Lithuanian enthusiasts, including
Fedecrail and NERHT members, that the Government provided the finance to
reopen the railway as a tourist attraction.
It was the intention from early on to include the northern section in the
restoration, but to date, most activity has been devoted to restoring the
southern part of the railway. In the ten years I have been visiting Panevezys,
I have seen the railway transformed from a run-down dumping ground to a
vibrant and very colourful railway. Only this year, a new station has been built
to serve the narrow gauge trains in Panevezys, and extensive renovation of
the infrastructure has taken place.

TU2-051 waits patiently at Birai

A number of TU2 locomotives and freight wagons have been located at
stations on the northern lines (see the map for details). Obviously it will be a
few years before these trains are able to go somewhere. No way would a
British heritage railway dare leave its stock exposed like this, but that’s one
thing I admire about Lithuanians: they value and respect their environment.
You will be hard pushed to find any litter, even around the communal rubbish
bins on the housing estates.
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(Udrius Armalis informs us that one problem is that stations are now
privately owned and the long-abandoned track is often in poor condition.
Local municipalities want to remove this line, and make a bicycle route).
The Narrow-Gauge Railway Club. Last year this club celebrated its
fifth anniversary. Initially preservation and restoration of the narrow gauge
railway was done by ASG, which is a state body. Only in 2009 did a small
body of railway fans get together for voluntary work; they organised tidying
and repairs and arranged a special event with a steam locomotive. Soon the
Club was collecting useful items of 600mm and 750mm origin; the Club now
has 22 different locomotives and wagons paid for by the volunteers. More
information about the Club can be found at www.sgk.lt/en/Contacts-26.html
The 26th International Feldbahnmeeting in 2016 will be held in
Lithuania. Last October the Ventspils Seaside Open Air Museum in Latvia
hosted the 24th meeting, with around 150 participants.
Romania

Sibiu – Agnita: The Saga Continues…….
David Allan writes: In 2005 Stephen Wiggs and Frank Cooper met with the
Mihai Eminescu Trust to see if a way could be found the save the then very
recently closed iconic Sibiu to Agnita narrow gauge railway in Transylvania.
Ten years later we are still wrestling with the problem. The enthusiasm is
there, the local will is there, and even the railway is still there, more or less.
But it is at national level, and it is the state that owns the line, that there
appears to be little understanding of how to preserve what has now been
designated a ‘National Monument’ – a Grade I listed structure in UK terms.
So when David Morgan offered his help the offer was jumped at. David, in his
capacity as President of Fedecrail, has plenty of experience at operating within
the higher echelons of Government and following a meeting between him and
your scribe in London it was decided that the best way forward would be to
meet the Romanian Minister responsible for Transport. The services of the
British Embassy in Bucharest were enlisted. The Embassy had been kept
informed of the activities of SARUK – the UK support group for the line. An
email to the Ambassador brought a positive response and naturally he wanted
to be briefed. A meeting was arranged for mid-January at the Embassy. The
briefing party consisted of Stephen Wiggs, NEHRT chairman; David Allan,
SARUK chairman; Alasdair Stewart, engineer in charge of Welsh Highland
reconstruction; and Mihai Blotor, chairman of the Sibiu-based Friends of The
Mocănița. We were very cordially greeted at the Embassy and at the end of
the meeting Paul Brummell, the Ambassador, promised to do all that he could
to help facilitate a meeting. Whilst in Bucharest the opportunity was taken to
meet with old friends of Stephen’s, Octavian Urdiste (chairman of The Train
Club of Romania) and Ruxandra Bratu who was an excellent translator. We
were to meet with the Director of the National Railway Museum who showed us
round – the museum was closed and refurbishment was in progress, but we
were still able to examine the really excellent displays. This was followed by a
visit to a loco servicing depot. Our hosts had pulled out their very special
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exhibit – an 1869-built loco, that had been in steam only last year and which
to your scribe’s delight was built in his home town of Birkenhead by Thomas
Brassey! All this excitement was followed by an excellent lunch provided by
our hosts.

A surviving SAR steam locomotive
plinthed in the Bucharest museum.

The Embassy were able to notify us that the meeting with the Minister had
been arranged for the 25th February. The meeting included not only David
Morgan and Ioan Rus the Romanian Minister of Transport, but also Paul
Brummell, the British Ambassador, Macarie Alexandru Moldovan - General
director of CFR (Romania’s National Railways), Mihai Blotor (Chairman of The
Friends) and Neil McGregor, a British solicitor working in Bucharest together
with other officials from both the Embassy and the Ministry. The Minister
produced their just-published draft Transport Master Plan which included no
less than six possible tourist lines and the Minister, pulling the rabbit out of the
hat, was pleased to advise that the SAR headed that list. The Master Plan has
now been confirmed and is being sent to the EU Commission for funding
assessment. David Morgan welcomed the positive approach of the Minister
and particularly for placing the SAR at the head of potential tourist railways.
The Transport Master Plan which, subsequent to the meeting, was approved by
the Romanian Government now goes off to the EU Commission for assessment
and possible funding. The Embassy agreed to follow up with the Transport
Ministry at the beginning of April to check on progress. As David Morgan said
in his report, ‘Watch this space.’ We must record our gratitude to Paul
Brummell the British Ambassador and his staff for working to secure the
meeting and to David Morgan for his telling and influential involvement.
Meanwhile there is a ‘Steam Festival’ to contemplate in Sibiu. This will see
the return of steam to the 7km stretch of the SAR between Cornăţel and
Hosman on the 26th/27th of September this year. Fedecrail have agreed to
hold their autumn meeting in Sibiu on those dates to complement the festival.
The head of Romanian Railways has said that he would be happy to attend.
The British Ambassador is also happy to be present providing the dates are
available. As a precursor to this event the track has to be repaired to allow a
steam loco to safely negotiate the length and to this end Alasdair Stewart is
organising a UK working party to travel to Sibiu in the last week of May. This
will be a truly fascinating week for anyone who is passionate about track
restoration. Transylvania is cheap, there are economy flights from Luton to
Sibiu and it is a truly beautiful place (Transylvania, not Luton!). For more
details contact Alasdair by email - stewart_alasdair@hotmail.com
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Romania -The current railway situation. [We have received a copy of
S.O.S CALEA FERATA ROMANA, a memorandum prepared by the Pro-Railway
Alliance, made up of AGIR (the General Association of Romanian Engineers),
AIFR (the Association of Romanian Railway Engineers), ASTR (the Romanian
Academy of Technical Science) and Club Feroviar (the Railway Club). The
booklet is in Romanian, edited by Octavian Udriste and published by AGIR].
The memorandum presents a disastrous picture of the state of the Romanian
railway system of today. As it says in the preamble, ‘Neglected, disorganised,
under-funded, and occasionally the subject of theft, the CFR has continued to
deteriorate over the past 23 years and will need many years and significant
expenditure to regain its merited position in a proud national economy in the
course of seriously and legally integrating in Europe.’ It supports its arguments
with numerous facts and figures, many of them sourced from official records.
For example, it mentions that the historic direct route from Bucharest to
Giurgiu (which forms part of the international route to Bulgaria and was the
first railway opened in the Principality of Romania) was damaged by floods in
2005 and remains closed, necessitating a considerable diversion. It shows that
expenditure on Romanian railways has been on a continuous decline since
1989 and that, within the EU countries reviewed, Romania had the lowest
expenditure and also was the only country to record a reduction in traffic
levels. It points out that the European Commission requires member states to
emphasize the importance of rail transport. It draws attention to the average
passenger train speed of 46km/hr, while that for freight is a mere 23km/hr,
due to the condition of the track. Over 5700km of track were due for
replacement in 2011 and the current rate is a mere 20km/yr. Romania has
three pan-European rail corridors, namely Constanta - Bucuresti - Curtici, Arad
- Calafat, and Ungheni - Iasi - Bucuresti – Giurgiu, none of which even
approach the standards required for international rail transport. It mentions
the Valcele- Rimnicu Valcea route (38km), partially opened in 1989 but never
completed, and unfinished electrification projects.
The reasons for this situation are given as chronic under-investment, the lack
of a strategic plan and discrimination in favour of road transport among other
things. It quotes the opinions of prestigious European railway commentators
who describe the situation as ‘disastrous’ and ‘critical’ and draws unfavourable
comparisons with railway development in the rest of the EU.
It finishes with a series of recommendations: to analyse the situation, to adopt
a strategy so as to resolve the problems, to include the necessary finances in
the national budget and solicit funds from the EU so as to complete
outstanding projects and finally for the Government to accord railways the
importance that they merit.
As a footnote, your reviewer can add that he has been a reasonably regular
traveller on the route from Bucuresti to Iasi for nearly 50 years. In 1965 the
best train, then steam-hauled, needed 5 hours 34 minutes for the 400km
journey. It now takes 7 hours 10 minutes with diesel and electric haulage. As a
second footnote, it should be added that the General Master Transport Plan, an
official document which post-dates the memorandum and has the support of
the EU, proposes to modernise 2948 km of rail lines but also to close 40% of
the rail network! From our own point of view, however, and on a positive note,
the Plan proposes to retain/reopen some lines for tourist purposes, these being
Sibiu – Agnita, Oravita – Anina, Turda – Abrud, Targu Mures – Sovata, Ludus –
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Magherus , and Caransebes – Hateg. The latter two are a surprise: the line
from Ludus is not as scenic as many others proposed for closure and the
erstwhile rack railway from Caransebes has been closed for about 35 years and
is totally derelict.
Jim Ballantyne

Octavian Udriste, Honorary Chairman of The
Romanian Railway Club, is celebrating his 80th
birthday. He has had an exceptionally interesting life in
railway service, and an interview with him will be
published in the next issue of Eastern Star.

Our AGM. We remind readers and members that the annual general meeting
of NERHT will be at the Model Railway Club at 4 Calshot St, London N19DA
(near Kings Cross) at 1400 on Saturday 9 May. After the main business we
expect that Andris Biedrins and two colleagues will speak about recent
developments in preservation in the Baltic States. Non-members are welcome.
NERHT sales items will be available.

*

*

*

*

*

*
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